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don't know about everyone else, but this year has 
flown by! Maybe it's been the mild temperatures 
or maybe I'm just getting older . . . Either way we are 

quickly headed into the holiday seasons and I’m ready for 
it . 2021 has proven to be quite the roller coaster and it's 
been hard to ignore the tugs and pulls of regulations and 
uncertainties in our lives . Whether we feel it in the moment 
or not, all of these things put pressure on us, our practices 
and our families . We should try and take a step back and 
take a lesson from our young kids . They are trusting, ask 
questions and are incredibly accepting . I'll bet my kids ask 
200 questions a day! Children don't dig their heels in, they 
learn to navigate the ways of life . Imagine having their 
excitement for the world everyday . . . Somewhere we lose 
that when we get older . We need to keep working hard 
and remain excited and positive despite what's happening 
around us . Eleanor Roosevelt said, “It’s better to light a 
candle than to curse the darkness .” 

In November I’m looking forward to traveling to Chicago 
for the AGD annual meeting . The AGD annual meeting 
focuses on the governance-related aspects of AGD, 
including officer elections and the House of Delegates. 
The House of Delegates (HOD) is AGD’s legislative body. 
The AGD HOD consists of 202 delegates, based on the 
number of active, retired and emeritus members within 
each constituent . Thank you for allowing me to serve as 
your President and Delegate for the Nebraska AGD, it is 
an honor. One of the more exciting times of the HOD is an 
awards ceremony . Awards are given to constituent chapters 
for numerous categories and last year the Nebraska 
AGD won the Constituent of the Year Award, Continuing 
Education Award of Excellence and the ACE Newsletter 
Award. Hopefully we can do it again! Please reach out if you 
ever have concerns or questions about the NAGD or AGD 
at a national level prior to the meeting . 

As always, please join us for our upcoming meetings. Your 
dedication makes the AGD so great, thank you all for your 
continued support!

Sincerely,  
Dr . Matt Serbousek 
President NAGD

I
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Editor’s 
Message

Sarah Meyer,  
DDS, MAGD

A s my first article I wanted to introduce myself 
and say what the AGD has meant to me . I am 

a general dentist in private practice in Omaha. 
I graduated from Creighton in 2011 and have 

worked in Omaha since graduation. I am in private 
practice 4 days a week and I help at Creighton in the 
operative lab on Fridays . I also volunteer at the Zoo 
every few months as the zoo dentist . In my personal 
life, I am married, have two kids and two dogs . 
When I graduated Creighton in 2011, I was well 
prepared for most procedures that general dentists 
do in the average day. Class II, no problem! Simple 
extraction—I got this! However, I did not feel 
competent in many of the non-clinical parts of 
dentistry . I took it personally when patients had 
upsets like post op sensitivity or miscommunications 
about bills. The first several years I really struggled 
with feeling like I was going to be trapped in a career 
I wasn’t suited for . The student debt didn’t help 
either . I remember thinking there are a million ways 
to fail as a dentist . Maybe I wasn’t friendly enough for 
one patient or I didn’t explain well enough what to 
expect after a root canal for another patient . I joined 
the NAGD Mastertrack about 2 years after graduating 
dental school . For me it was a game changer . The 
deep dives into topics I learned in dental school but 
perhaps didn’t truly understand, helped me really 
grow as a clinician . Actually, doing these procedures 
and then re-learning about them embeds a new level 
of understanding. One of the first courses I took was 
for oral surgery with Dr . Karl Koerner . I was doing 
extractions right out of school but he helped me to 
get faster and hone my technique. He had many tips 
and tricks that helped me to feel a lot more confident. 
Even 8 years later I still think about how Dr . Koerner 

doesn’t leave root tips when I am in the middle of a 
difficult extraction. I also really learned a great deal 
from Dr . Massad when he came to Lincoln to teach 
about dentures . In his lecture he talked about how his 
heart used to pound when he was about to deliver a 
denture . That spoke to my soul as a new grad . It was 
great to know I wasn’t the only one who felt that way 
and his class helped me to make better impressions 
and troubleshoot denture issues . All of the courses 
through the mastertrack have given me things that I 
use almost daily . 
I also loved the camaraderie of the AGD and the 
mastertrack course. Dentistry can be a lonely field. 
Yes, we talk to people all day but we are usually 
talking to patients or staff and it isn’t the same as 
having a colleague who understands what you have 
to deal with in a day or why you are stressed out . 
10 years later I am a much more confident, (and 
better) dentist. I am sure sheer time and repetitions 
would have gotten me some of the way there but 
I am grateful I decided to do the Mastertrack as it 
accelerated my learning and helped me to understand 
which parts of dentistry I want to dedicate to learning 
more about and the other parts that I am happy to 
leave for the specialists . 
I know we are preaching to the choir in an AGD 
publication but for new grads who didn’t get to do an 
AEGD or GPR, or someone who has been out longer 
but wants a good refresher, the courses offered 
through the Nebraska AGD are top notch . Since 
doing the Mastertrack program, I have become a bit 
of a CE junkie, and the quality of the CE provided by 
the AGD is excellent . For the time and the money, it is 
one of the best values around . 

NAGD Board of Directors 
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A new level of technology
and service!
Dedicating our people to what they do best
to serve YOU better!

Earn Rewards too!

Our Team of Implant Restorative Specialists
are devoted solely to implant innovations and service. 

• Leading Expertise in Digital Implant Technology
• Comprehensive training and experience focused on 
 treatment planning, case design and fabrication of superior 
 implant restorations
• Unrivaled Customer Service – free consultation, chairside    
assistance, in-office training
• Same day conversion for “All on Four” Dentures

Full Service Laboratory Digital Dentistry 
• Same day e.max crowns (Lincoln & Omaha)
• Full Contour Zirconia (dZ) 
• Digital Temporary, Wax-up, & Model Work
• Digital Partials

Full Service Removable Department  

A Division of Dental Designs, Inc.

Introducing Implant Technologies

Contact us at Dental Designs in Omaha at 402-496-1400, or Lincoln at 402-476-1331.  Or, visit us on our website at www.dentaldesignsinc.com

SUCCESSFULLY CONNECTING DENTISTS’
PRESENT WITH THEIR FUTURE

ARE YOU READY?
Call us for a complimentary conversation about

 your  future transition & find out how 
The Trusted Transition Process™ can work for you.

• dental partnership agreements
• practice sales
• practice mergers
• associate placements
• dental office valuations
• locum tenens registry

VISIT ddsmatch.com TO CREATE YOUR FREE PROFILE

ddsmatch Nebraska • Iowa •  South Dakota
Steve Kampschnieder

kampy@ddsmatch.com  | 402.677.6805
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DAY 1 LECTURE

Fundamental Components of  
Fixed Prosthodontics

Friday, February 18, 2022  
8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
This full-day session will focus on the treatment planning, 
laboratory communication, material selection, fabrication, 
and delivery of indirect fixed prosthetics – including porcelain 
laminate veneers, full-coverage crowns, bridges, and full-arch 
implant restorations for the edentulous patient . Steps will include 
diagnostic casts/intraoral scans, communication between the 
technician/specialists, shade taking, wax-ups, provisionals, 
impression techniques, final delivery, and the importance of 
photographic case documentation . 

DAY 2 LECTURE + HANDS-ON 

Aesthetic Case Studies:  
Tips and Tricks for Success

Saturday, February 19, 2022  
8:00 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
This full-day session will focus specifically on the treatment of 
difficult cases in the anterior aesthetic zone. Pre-treatment tooth 
bleaching protocols, tips and tricks for shade matching using a 
tooth shade colorimeter, crossed-polarized light photography, 
staining + glazing custom shade tabs, and effective ways of 
communicating with the ceramist will be covered . Additional time 
will be dedicated to outlining the equipment and techniques used 
by the clinician and technician for digital dental photography and 
collaboration . The hands-on portion will involve the fabrication of 
a single central temporary crown and the subsequent trimming, 
contouring, staining, and glazing of the provisional restoration for 
use as a full-customized shade tab for the ceramist .

DAY 3 LECTURE + HANDS-ON 

Putting It All Together - Review + Q&A

Sunday, February 20, 2022  
8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 
This final session will provide additional case-studies that review 
the most important topics/points covered during the last two 
days, as well as discuss the ways in which clinicians can showcase 
their completed treatments to patients, colleagues, and in the 
peer-reviewed literature . This session will also allow time for 
additional questions and answers for the participants that require 
further attention . 

COURSE OBJECTIVES
1 . Review various treatment planning principles found in the 

field of contemporary fixed prosthetics for both fixed and 
implant dentistry .

2 . Analyze many of the current materials available to the clinician 
and dental technician that can be utilized in the restoration of 
implants, and fixed crown and bridge treatments.

3 . Determine the chairside/benchtop protocols that will ensure 
the highest level of quality and efficacy that will augment 
successful patient outcomes in the final product at delivery.

4 . Apply new concepts and techniques within the dental clinic 
and dental laboratory .

FEBRUARY 18-20, 2022
“Fundamentals of Fixed Prosthodontics: 
The Methods and Materials for Achieving 

Successful Patient Outcomes”
Presenter: Dr. Miles Cone

(8 hrs. of AGD Fixed Prosth Lecture Credit)

2022 NAGD SPRING MEETING

A block of sleeping rooms have been reserved at the 
Cornhusker Marriott for $116 until January 27, 2022. Ask 
for the Nebraska AGD rate. To make reservations, call 
402.474.7474.
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The AGD-Nebraska is designated as an Approved PACE Program Provider by 
the Academy of General Dentistry . The formal continuing education programs 
of this program provider are accepted by the AGD for Fellowship/Mastership 
and membership maintenance credit . Approval does not imply acceptance by a 
state or provincial board of dentistry or AGD endorsement . The current term of 
approval extends from 1/1/2018 to 12/31/2021 . Provider ID# 219313

(AGD PACE renewal awaiting approval)

General Information
Friday, February 18, 2022
Lecture will be held at  
The Cornhusker Marriott Hotel
333 S. 13th Street, Lincoln, NE 68508

7:15 a.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Registration
8:00 a.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Course Begins
Noon - 1:00 p.m. . . . . . . . . . Lunch Hour
1:00 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . Course resumes
5:00 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . .Course adjourns
** Coffee breaks and lunch will be provided

LECTURE
Friday, February 18, 2022 
8:00 am to 5:00 pm

HANDS-ON COURSE
Saturday, February 19, 2022  
8:00 a.m. – 6:30 p.m.
The Cornhusker Marriott Hotel, Lincoln
(Limited space available for Hands-on Participation)

Sunday, February 20, 2022  
8 a.m. – 1 p.m.
The Cornhusker Marriott Hotel, Lincoln
(Limited space available for Hands-on Participation)

Name _________________________________________________________________________

Staff ___________________________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________________________  

City________________________________________State__________Zip __________________

Phone _________________________________________________________________________

Email (required) _________________________________________________________________

AGD# _______________________________________________________  Non-member  Yes

PAYMENT METHOD
Check (made payable to the NAGD) Mail payment to:  
NAGD, 2244 Stockwell Street, Lincoln, NE 68502. 

 Credit card: Credit card type:                                         Amount:                                                       

Credit card #                                                                                                                               

Exp. Date                     code on back                               

Credit Card Address (If different from above)                                                                                                 

Credit Card City, State & Zip (If different from above)                                                                                                                   

Phone (If different from above)                                                                                                                                        

Signature                                                                                             Date                                         

2022 NAGD Spring Meeting
“Fundamentals of Fixed 
Prosthodontics: The Methods and 
Materials for Achieving Successful 
Patient Outcomes”
February 18, 19, & 20, 2022
COURSE FEES: 

AGD Dentists: 
Lecture Only  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $   449                         
(Register by December 20th  and receive a 
$50 member only discount: $399)

Non-AGD Dentists: 
Lecture Only  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $   799                        
AGD Dentists:  
3 days (Lecture & hands on) $2,199                          
(Register by December 20th and receive a $200 
member only discount: $1,999) Includes materials, 
meals and books.  Lodging not included

Non-AGD Dentist:  
3 days (Lecture & hands on) $2,799                          
(Includes materials, meals and books. Lodging not 
included)

Staff Member/Assistants/ 
Hygienists: .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $  125                        

Dental Students:  .  .  .  .  . $     35                       

Lab Techs:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $   125                        

Total Amount Paid  .  .  .  .                         __
If you attend the entire 3-day weekend, you will receive 24 hrs . 
AGD Fixed Prosthodontics Participation Credit.   24 additional 
hours of participation credit may be earned by presenting a clinical 
homework assignment after the course and presenting in October 
of 2022 .  There is an additional fee .    
Don’t forget to take advantage of HUGE member only discounts 
if you register by December 20th!

REGISTER BY FEBRUARY 1, 2022 TO AVOID $50 LATE FEE!      
A block of sleeping rooms have been reserved at the Cornhusker 
Marriott for $116 until January 27, 2022 .  Ask for the Nebraska 
AGD rate .  To make reservations, call 402 .474 .7474 .   

Please mail registration form and payment to:  NAGD, 2244 Stockwell St, 
Lincoln, NE 68502 . Registrations can be taken over the phone with a credit card .    

PLEASE NOTE: A $60 processing fee will be 
applied to all persons requesting a refund (lecture 
only) or $120 processing fee will be applied to all 
persons requesting a refund (3 days).  No refunds 
be issued after February 1, 2022 . 

You will receive an email confirmation only when 
your registration is processed .    

Questions? Contact the IAGD Office at 
402 .438 .2321 or email julieberger50@gmail .com     

 Registration For



PRACTICE EXPERIENCESM WITH PATTERSON DENTAL. 
Call 800.873.7683 or visit pattersondental.com to start living your dental dreams.

PRACTICE EXPERIENCE . . . WITH PATTERSON DENTAL
REVOLUTIONIZE HOW YOUR TEAM AND PATIENTS EXPERIENCE DENTISTRY.

A SPECIALIZED LAB IN

CROWN AND BRIDGE
CERAMICS

AND

IMPLANT RESTORATIONS

Toll Free
1-800-475-3058

Local 402-475-3058
Fax 402-475-2033

danterdental@windstream.net

danterdental.com
125 South 9th • Lincoln, NE 68508

Celtra® Press • GC LiSi Press
IPS E. Max Press • Layered E. Max

Layered Zirconia • Monolithic Zirconia
Multi-Shaded Zirconia • Implants

Digital Impressions
FDA Approved Custom Abutments

Earn Rewards too!
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One of the things I love about Omaha 
is the World Class Zoo we have. For 
the past 8 years or so I have been 
fortunate enough to volunteer as one 
of the Zoo Dentists . We come and 
help the vets with some procedures, 
this has mostly been root canals and 
some extractions . There is one patient 
that we have treated multiple times 
and no matter what we do he seems 
to continue to have trouble . 

Meet Warlock the aye aye . An aye-
aye is an extremely endangered 
nocturnal lemur from Madagascar . 
There are currently 19 in captivity in 
North America. The Omaha Henry 
Doorly Zoo has two . Warlock and his 
female counterpart . Warlock is 19 
years old, while getting up there for a 
lemur, the life expectancy in captivity 
for an aye aye can be into the 30’s . 
Another important fact about an aye 
aye is that their lower teeth grow 
through the entire length of the 
mandible for the life of the animal- 
much like a beaver . Warlock has had 
an infected lower tooth for the last 10 
years or so. When he first arrived in 
Omaha his tooth was already an issue, 
he had a draining cutaneous fistula 
on the side of his face . Many different 
treatments have been tried over the 
years. He has had topical antibiotics, 
pulpotomies and drains. Vets and 
dental specialists have looked at 

him and the risk of treatment has 
always seemed higher than the risk of 
intervening . About 10 months ago the 
Keepers noticed that Warlock was no 
longer eating nuts . For an animal that 
can normally bite through rebar—this 
is a significant sign of trouble and 
possibly pain. Dr Christina Ploog- the 
veterinarian who has been managing 
Warlock, wanted to see what options 
we haven’t tried or considered before . 

I reached out to my dental school 
classmate Dr . Karen Tucker . Dr . 
Tucker is an oral surgeon with 
UNMC. She and I went to see 
Warlock and evaluate him . The 
keepers let us into his habitat and 
kept him busy with some honey 
while Dr . Tucker tried to get a 
good look. It was dark-(nocturnal 
habitat) and bats were swooping 
around us. Her initial thought was 
to be conservative and remove the 

infected bone and tooth fragment 
and possibly graft or plate the 
remaining bone. Once the honey 
was gone Warlock wasn’t interested 
in holding still for us any longer, the 
consult was over . 

Next came the planning phase . 
The Zoo staff obtained a CBCT of 
Warlock’s jaws . Dr . Tucker ordered a 
3-d printed model. (John Bruce with 
Dental Designs donated their time 
and material to make this happen). 
She also reached out to Andy Krause 
with Osteomed—who was willing 
to donate specialized plates for 
stabilizing a tiny little mandible after 
the infected bone was removed . 
The initial plan included maintaining 
a good amount of tooth and only 
removing what was necessary . The 
Dental part of the surgery was to 

Zoo Dentistry - A Challenging Case
By Sarah Meyer, DDS, MAGD

Continued on page 8...

Healthy adult aye aye 3-D printed Model of mandible



clean the tooth fragment with a 
backfill on the remaining portion of 
the tooth after all infected material 
was removed . We were planning 
an apico/ retro fill and traditional 
filling for the coromal fragment. The 
planned procedure was going to 
require some equipment that neither 
the zoo nor a dental facility normally 
has . Dr . Ploog reached out to a 
veterinary orthopedic surgery clinic 
(Sirius Veterinary Clinic - Dr. Horseman 
and Dr. Tan) and they donated the use 
of their facility and equipment . Finally, 
the patient was scheduled for surgery . 

On the Day of surgery, it was all 
hands-on deck . Keepers helped 
transport Warlock early in the 
morning. The Vet staff managed the 
sedation part of the surgery . The 
oral surgeons, Dr . Tucker and Dr . 
Blair Racker performed the surgery . 
The dental staff, (me) and expanded 
function assistant Jerry Aguirre, were 
there to perform a backfill of the root 
and filling on the crown. The surgical 
rep was on hand to provide supplies 
and support .

Drs . Tucker and Racker cleaned the 
area, performed a large flap and 
removed necrotic bone and tooth . 
The remaining tooth fragment was 
mobile after the necrotic tissue was 
removed and was also subsequently 
removed- making the dental part of 
the procedure unnecessary . No plates 
were used since there didn’t seem 
to be enough remaining bone to 
stabilize to . After thorough debriding 
of the area, everything was stitched 
back together . 

From the surgeon's notes: the 
diagnosis was Osteomyelitis 
right mandible, cutaneous fistula, 
necrotic mandibular incisor . 
Procedure performed was 
debridement right mandible with 
lateral corticotomy, removal of 
mandibular incisor sequestrum, 
closure of cutaneous fistulas. 

The post op instructions for our patient 
included not eating nuts or anything 
harder than a potato for 4 months . 
After a few minor post op issues 
including some unexpected draining 

and Warlock picking the stitches out, 
everything is healing well .

He can be visited at Henry Doorly 
Zoo’s Madagascar area. His scar is still 
visible if you can get a good look . 

Thanks to everyone who pulled 
together to help this special 
patient. 

Omaha Zoo keepers and Staff

Veterinarian Dr. Christina Ploog

Oral Surgeon Dr. Karen Tucker

Oral surgeon Dr. Blair Racker

Dental Assistant Jerry Aguirre

Dental Designs, John Bruce

Osteomed Rep. Andy Krause

Sirius Veterinary Clinic and Staff

Dr. Chris Horstman

Dr . Desmond Tan

Zoo Dentistry - A Challenging Case Continued...
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Endodontics hasn’t traditionally been a topic that 
resonates with many general practitioners . The technique 
sensitive non-surgical procedure often acts as a barrier 
to making endodontics an office staple, and many folks 
start to refer more and more procedures because it 
“just isn’t worth the trouble .” Dr . Abdennour’s course 
is designed to turn this perception around by taking 
advantage of some new(er) concepts, specifically the use 
of bioceramic sealers with hydraulic condensation, to 
create a simple system that most GP’s will find easy to 
implement with excellent case results . Dr . Abdennour is 
a Harvard endodontic program graduate and part-time 
instructor, part of the Real World Endo faculty, and a 
practicing endodontist . 

The course began with an eight-hour lecture day, which 
surprisingly felt much shorter . The course was sponsored 
by Brasseler, so their EndoSequence Blend technique 
was used as the basis for instrumentation, but in reality, 
there are many options in the market where the bulk 
of the course content could be applied evenly without 
much change (i.e. WaveOne, Vortex, etc.) 

The first part of the lecture focused on the very core 
basics . Topics included statistics related to case success 
and failures, files and their engineered properties, 
irrigants and their proper and safe uses, reviews of 
previous endodontic obturation techniques, and more . 
Some interesting gems included:

• Abdennour’s key to success is the piezoelectric 
ultrasonic to create “acoustic streaming” . The 30-40 
khz frequency of the piezo will activate the NaOCl 

and make it up to four times (4x) more effective in 
elimination of planktonic organisms. He recommends 
the Forza V3 Piezo model with E15D, E14D and E14, 
and E11 or E12 holders with 0.02 taper SS files to 
integrate ultrasonics into the endodontic procedure .

• During warm vertical condensation, we can 
expect between 2-7% gutta percha contraction 
upon cooling, which may create imperfect seals 
(in contrast to the 0.2% expansion in bioceramic 
sealers . I later found an article from the warm 
vertical guru, Dr . L Stephen Buchanan, where he 
details why his switch to bioceramics combined with 
his warm vertical technique.)

• EDTA used incorrectly may lead to closure of 
dentinal tubules, which will adversely affect the 
ability of the bioceramic sealers from penetrating 
fully . According to Abdennour, one should always 
flush the EDTA with NaOCl.

• Bioceramic putty is an alternative to classic MTA 
for apexifications, performation repairs, and 
apicoectomy root end fillings.

• Rhythm motion is most important with your 
motor driven files. You should use a simple 1-2-3 
rhythm motion to file engagement, not resistance. 
Remove, wipe, irrigate, repeat . If you move past 
file engagement with the dentin to resistance too 
quickly, you will break your file, regardless of what 
the endo reps are telling you about the strength and 
durability of their system .

Review: “Advanced Yet Simple 
Steps to Achieve Endodontic 
Success: A Comprehensive 
Endodontic Update” with Mario 
E. Abdennour, DMD, MMSC
By Dr. Brian Penly

October 2021 | Nebraska Academy of General Dentistry 9
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• Gates are out as they are too aggressive . Most systems 
now offer tapered, heat-treated orifice openers, which 
should be used instead of gates . 

• Abdennour stresses that if you have a NaOCl accident, 
you should always irrigate with saline quickly, give a 
marcaine 2nd injection for comfort, and Rx Medrol and 
appropriate ABT . If the incident is very bad, you will see 
visible changes and an ER trip will likely be necessary .

There were many other topics including post preparations, 
use of CBCT, and endodontic surgery that kept the group 
awake and interested . 

Saturday consisted of the hands-on portion, as well as 
expansion on lecture topics that were not fully covered 
on Friday . The hands on gave everyone a chance to try 
the following:

• Use of Brasseler’s Blend Concept file system - 
EndoSequence .

• Use of special XP files to clean large canals.

• Obturation with bioceramic sealers and hydraulic 
condensation .

• Use of bioceramic putty to repair perforations .

• Use of bioceramic putty for apicoectomy root end fills.

• Preparation of post space using single, pre-trimmed, 
laser fitted cone.

Sunday was a return to full lecture, where Dr . Abdennour 
revisited some topics and spent more time on fractured 
teeth, intentional replantation, and endodontic surgery 
techniques . 

As a Mastertrack participant with the AGD, I was excited 
to attend this lecture . I anticipate the need to perform 
more endodontic procedures in our office now that one of 
our talented dentists moved onto the UNMC endodontic 
program this past year . I would have loved more hands-on 
with extracted teeth, but realistically, that is something 
that I can do anytime at my own office, whereas time 
with highly skilled endodontists such as Dr . Abdennour is 
scarce. If you perform endodontics in your own office and 
haven’t moved to bioceramics, the evidence is mounting 
that “this is the way .”

 
 

 
 

 
Headache Therapy 

Expand your practice and offer relief to 
your patients by effectively treating       

migraines and tension headaches with 
the drug-free NTI-tss Plus™ 

● Unlike a full coverage guard, the           
 NTI-tss Plus™  discludes all         

posteriors and reduces clenching by 
nearly 70% 

 
● FDA approved for treatment of         

migraine and tension headaches as 
well as bruxing and clenching 

● The NTI-tss Plus™ is fabricated for a 
precision internal fit for safe retention 

 
● Works by achieving instant and       
constant incisal guidance in all            

excursive movements  

Kiess Kraft is a certified                   
NTI-Tss Plus™ Laboratory! 

Call us today                              
for more information  

6601 S 118th St   •    Omaha, NE   68137        
402.391.8424 • 800.553.9522 

ndxkiesskraft.com 

Review Continued...
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Check out our website!

Open the camera 
on your phone

Aim it at 
the code

Tap the banner 
that appears

PROFESSIONAL DENTAL COMPANY
611 Omaha Street, Sioux City, Iowa 51103

712-252-4034  •  800-831-0936

JAEGER DENTAL COMPANY
2218 West 2nd Street, Grand Island, NE 68803

308-382-0235 • 800-289-3525

BILLINGS DENTAL LABORATORIES
1407 N. 203rd Street, Elkhorn, NE 68022

402-551-5954 • 800-747-5441

WE ARE ALWAYS IN YOUR 

CORNER

Thank you for being there for us 
through these challenging times. 

2021 NAGD Fall Meeting – October 22-24
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Visit our NAGD website at 
www .NebraskaAGD .org 
for more information  
on future courses . Or 
contact the NAGD Office  
at 402 .438 .2321 or at
info@NebraskaAGD .org  

February 18-20, 2022 
NAGD Mastertrack
Dr. Miles Cone – Fixed Prosthodontics

“Fundamentals of Fixed Prosthodontics: 
The Methods and Materials for Achieving 
Successful Patient Outcomes”
Location – All 3 days will be held at The 
Cornhusker Marriott, Lincoln, NE 

June 3-5, 2022
NAGD Annual Meeting/
Mastertrack 
Dr. Jose-Luis Ruiz – Operative

“Implementing Supra-Gingival Minimally 
Invasive Adhesive Dentistry to Make 
Operative & Restorative Dentistry, Healthier, 
Faster & Better. Direct & Indirect Restorations"
Location – All 3 days will be held at The 
Cornhusker Marriott, Lincoln, NE 

October 14-16, 2022 
NAGD Fall Meeting &  
Mastertrack Weekend
Dr. Kevin Kwiecien 

“Health-centered Dentistry & Team-Centered 
Systems. Every Case is a Big Case: Is 
Occlusion the Key?” 
Location –  TBA

Reminder…. Need to renew your 
Minimal Sedation Permit???  
The Nebraska AGD also offers an online Minimal 
Sedation Renewal Course. It is available on our 
website at: https://nebraskaagd.org. Click on CE/
Events, then Online CE. 

Nebraska


